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Abstract
The aim of this literature review study was to examine the historical development of the concept of curriculum theory, its reflections on curriculum development studies, and teaching-learning processes and also to attract the attention of the researchers to the area of curriculum theory which was seen to be left aside for years. The research was designed by reviewing the literature, and different theoretical perspectives on curriculum development studies in the USA which historically dominated the field since the early 1900’s and Turkey were examined. In the first phase, the explanation of the concepts of curriculum, theory, curriculum theory, the chaotic structure, and discussions in the literature regarding the terminology of these concepts were given. It was concluded that in the literature the concept of curriculum theory has been used synonymously with the concepts of curriculum beliefs, educational value orientations, curriculum ideologies, and curriculum orientations. In addition, the classification of curriculum theories, curriculum development studies in which the reflections of curriculum theories could be seen, and the studies conducted in Turkey and abroad on this subject were included in the study. Taking the limited number of studies on curriculum theories and their lack of variety into account, future studies on curriculum theory are considered to feed the intellectual background of the field and attract the attention of the researches to theories of curriculum, which will fill the gap in the literature.

Introduction

The curriculum is the constitution of education that directs an education system and defines the individuals to be raised in the society. Curricular decisions offer important clues that will affect the entire teaching-learning process. During the curriculum-developing process, what knowledge is of most worth, what should we teach? (Spencer, 1884); why should we prefer to teach one thing over another?, who can reach what knowledge?, in order to obtain a whole from the different parts of the curriculum, how should these parts be interrelated? (Kliebard, 1977) are important questions to answer. In addition, what should be taught and to whom, under what conditions, for what purpose should it be taught, and what processes should be exploited when taking curriculum decisions? are
also the other important questions to be asked (Null, 2016). There is a need for deep inquiries and questions asked to curriculum are of great importance. Such questions include: Is the nature of the knowledge in the curriculum sourced from didactic teachings, individual interpretations, abilities and competencies, or cultural and moral perspectives? Is learning handled from the perspective of the person receiving the knowledge or the person transmitting it? Are the students passive or active subjects of the teaching-learning environment? Are the teachers in the role of the transmitter or the supervisor of the teaching and learning environment? What is the goal of evaluating students? Is it to determine their future success in the discipline, to show that a student has certain skills, to determine students’ capacities to ease their growth, or to evaluate students’ development in their abilities? (Schiro, 2012) The questions like these can find their answers only after intense thinking processes (Null, 2016).

These deep inquiries show which intellectual planning, infrastructure, ideological and philosophical perspectives are at the heart of the curriculum. This process is shaped around the answers obtained during the curriculum making process. In this sense, curriculum theory deals with these ideological views and beliefs which form the infrastructure of curriculum within a systematic thinking. In order to touch on points, such as: What is curriculum theory, what are the different curriculum theories, what are the principles of these theories?, how curriculum theories were handled and are being handled in the world and in our country, primarily, it is necessary to explain what the concept of curriculum theory is.

After elaborating on what curriculum theory is and its classifications by different curricular theorists, how curriculum theory reflected on Turkish and American education systems was touched on. The field of curriculum emerged in the United States in the early 1900s, and the American scholar Bobbit’s (1918) works were seen as the birth of the field. In addition, the start of the curriculum theory field was also regarded to have roots in the conference held in Chicago in 1947 (Klein, 1992; Kliebard, 1977; Tyler, 1977). As seen, there is a huge impact of American scholars and studies on the field of curriculum and the development of the concept of curriculum theory. Because of these reasons, in this study the historical perspective of the curriculum theory was examined within the American and Turkish contexts. In addition, in order to see and analyze how curriculum theory was addressed in the studies from a broader perspective, both the national and international research on the curriculum theory was examined.

Method

This study is in the form of a literature review, which was prepared by examining the studies on the concept of curriculum theory in the literature. As a result of the examinations in the literature, both national and international articles and theses were taken into consideration. To review the studies on curriculum theory, key words, such as "curriculum theory", "curriculum orientation", "curriculum ideologies" were used, and a literature review was conducted based on articles and theses published in ScienceDirect, Jstor, Google Scholar, Proquest and the National Thesis Center of the Council of Higher Education. When the studies were examined, the year and the country of publication, the title, the purpose, the sample of the studies, data collection instruments, the data collection processes, findings and the implications of the studies were taken into account.

Conceptual Framework

What is Curriculum?

Before elaborating on the concept of curriculum theory, first of all, the word curriculum and then the concept of theory should be explained (Beauchamp, 1982). The concept of “curriculum” has been defined in many different ways like the word “education” (Demirel, 2005; Dewey, 1986; Durkheim, 1956; Ertürk, 2016; Sönmez, 2015; Tyler, 2014). For this reason, the terminology of the word
curriculum has a quite chaotic structure (Beauchamp, 1972; Ellis, 2015; Goodlad, 1979; Jackson, 1992, Walker, 1982).

Mızıkacı (2017) stated that curriculum terminology should be evaluated at two extremes in terms of curriculum and currere concepts. Curriculum corresponds to listing and ordering items one by one in Arabic, while the word currere has a post-positivist meaning that expresses action rather than passivity. Currere has evolved from the meaning of running to the metaphor of the path followed (Ellis, 2015). The currerre meaning of the curriculum has a rich background, and it has been affecting the field of curriculum (Bintz & Dillard, 2007).

Considering the different definitions of the curriculum before and after positivism, different terminological structures can be found for the word curriculum. Dewey (1902) accepted the standardized curriculum definitions but stated that the curriculum should start from the child. He also stated that the teacher should establish a link between the child and the curriculum. Therefore, Dewey defined the curriculum as a composition of planned experiences. In 1918, Bobbit made a more comprehensive definition and stated that in addition to planned experiences, unplanned experiences should also be included. Bobbit (1918), emphasizing adult life skills in the definition of the curriculum, defined the curriculum as a structure that includes a series of actions and skills that children and young people need to acquire in order to do the jobs making up the adult life well. Kliebard also expanded Bobbit’s definition by identifying unplanned experiences as hidden and null curriculum (Kridel, 2010). While Taba (1932) defined the curriculum as the whole of experiences at school, Tyler (1975) described the curriculum as the whole of student experiences at school, both planned and unplanned.

One of the narrow-scoped definitions of the curriculum defined by very different perspectives and viewpoints belongs to Phenix (1962). He described curriculum as content or subject area learned at the school. A definition in the same direction belongs to Squires (1990), and he defined the curriculum as “what is taught”. Dealing with the curriculum as opportunities, Saylor and Alexander (1974) defined the curriculum as a structure encompassing all learning opportunities provided by the school. In the same direction, according to Oliva (1988) curriculum is the series of experiences that the student encounters at school, the discipline, subject, and materials taught at schools, that is, it is everything planned by the school. Bilbao, Luncido, Lringan, & Javier (2008) also defined the curriculum not only as learning experiences at school, but as all learning experiences in the society. Ornstein & Hunkins (2016) considering the curriculum as a system and making a definition close to Oliva’s explained the curriculum as a structure in which objectives, subject area, learning experiences, and evaluation techniques are planned.

When the definitions of the curriculum in Turkish literature were analyzed, it can be found that Varış (1996, p.14) defined the curriculum as all the activities of an educational institution provided for children, youth, and adults towards the realization of objectives of the National Education and the institution. It can be also concluded that Ertürk (2016) used the Turkish word “yetişek” for curriculum and described it as a systematic mechanism for teaching-learning processes which aim at educating students in a certain period of time. It can also be stated that according to Demirel (2006), the curriculum is a written document or an action plan in which strategies are set to achieve desired goals and behaviors.

When looking at the various definitions of the curriculum in the literature, it is possible to see that the concept of curriculum has been handled as what is taught in schools, a subject area, content, a set of materials, everything planned by the school, and a set of experiences gained by students in a school (Marzooghi, 2016). Although there are curriculum definitions from different perspectives in the literature, it can be easily seen that there has been a constant effort to make a better and single definition. When the definitions are examined, it is clear that some of the definitions focus on the experiences of the students, some of them take the competencies required for preparation for adult life to forefront; while some definitions consider the curriculum as a system, some deal with the word
curriculum as a content. Bintz & Dillard (2007) stated that the curriculum was defined as a lived experience, as a tool to prepare students for life, as a system, as a plan for a specific subject area, as a content, as an activity or opportunity, as a tool helping teachers to make decisions on teaching, and as a belief system by various researchers in the literature. These definitions different from each other are undoubtedly due to the fact that both education and curriculum have a changeable structure in line with the current needs of the society. The various definitions of the curriculum in the literature (Bellack & Kliebard, 1977; Kliebard, 1989; Oliva, 1977; Portelli, 1987; Rasco, 2016; Schubert, 1986) were interpreted positively as the different meanings of the curriculum concept is considered to feed the area of curriculum and curriculum studies, and there is also an opinion that these different definitions indicate the problems waiting to be solved in the curriculum area, so this situation is regarded to create awareness of these problems (Goodlad, 1979; Jackson, 1992; Posner, 1995; Tanner & Tanner, 1975). For this reason, it has been stated that the effort to reach a uniform and the most accurate definition is in vain (Goodlad, 1979; Rasco, 2016; Varış, 1996).

What Is Theory?

In an effort to answer the question “What is curriculum theory?” as Beauchamp (1982) also stated it was necessary to clarify in what sense and how the word “theory” was used in the concept of curriculum theory. In the dictionary of Turkish Language Society, the word theory has been defined in different ways. According to the dictionary, theory has been described as an abstract information handled practice-free; collection of thoughts or opinions on a particular subject, and a set of rules and laws that explain many systematically organized events which are the basis of science. In the Oxford dictionary, theory has been defined as a set of formal ideas intended to explain why something happens or exists, a set of principles which belongs to a particular topic, and an idea or thought that is believed to be true but not proven. Beauchamp (1982), on the other hand, defined theory as an integrated structure of assumptions and general assertions from which a set of testable hypotheses on a particular topic could be logically deduced.

When the different definitions of theory were analyzed, it was seen that the theory has a wide range of terminology just like the concept of curriculum. Theory has been conceptualized, applied and discussed in many different ways (Beauchamp, 1972; Nestel & Bearman, 2015). As Beauchamp (1972) states there may be differences in the definitions of the theory, but the word theory gains a meaning specific to the field in which it is theorized. For this reason, the word theory within the concept of curriculum theory has evolved into a meaning specific to the field of curriculum.

Curriculum Theory

When looking at the history of the concept of curriculum theory, it is necessary to draw attention to the conference (Klein, 1992; Kliebard, 1977; Tyler, 1977) held at the University of Chicago in 1947. After the conference Herrick and Tyler wrote the article “Toward Improved Curriculum Theory” in 1950 (Klein, 1992). With this study, the concept of curriculum theory started to attract more attention. In the article and the conference, it was emphasized that curriculum development would be incomplete without curriculum theories, and the importance of curriculum theories was dwelt on (Klein, 1992; Kliebard, 1977).

Macdonald (1971) stated that curriculum theory is one of the least understood concepts in the curriculum area, but it basically means examining what kind of a learning environment to have. Beauchamp (1982) defined curriculum theory as a set of propositions which add meaning to a school’s curriculum acting in relation as a whole. McCutcheon (1982) also considered curriculum theory as a set of analysis, interpretation and understanding of curriculum phenomenon. Curriculum theory is defined in the Encyclopedia of Curriculum Studies as an interdisciplinary curriculum study that deals with the curriculum in historical, sexist, political, racial, international, post-modern, autobiographical, and religious dimensions (Kridel, 2010). For this reason, curriculum theory, which is closely related to
our views on what is true and important about ourselves and our world, actually extends to our individual, social and cultural depths (Walker & Soltis, 2004).

When Schiro (2020)'s book was examined, it was seen that he also used the concepts of ideology, philosophy, belief, vision, and perspective while referring to the terminology of curriculum theory. He used the concept of curriculum ideology instead of the concept of curriculum theory and explained the word ideology that he used intensely as “a community of ideas, a comprehensive view, a way of looking at things, or a world view that represents people or groups who believe that the world should be organized and function” (Schiro, 2020, p.10).

When viewed from this respect, the conceptual structure of the word “curriculum theory” has a chaotic structure like the sub-words composing it. As Walker (1982, p. 62) states curriculum theory is many things to many people. In the literature, curriculum theory has been expressed in the same way with concepts, such as curriculum beliefs, educational value orientations, curriculum ideologies, curriculum orientations, but no information has been found in the literature as to the fact that these expressions have different meanings from each other (Cheung & Wong, 2002; Schiro, 2012; Yılmaz, 2021).

Schiro (2020) stated that curriculum ideology was related to the effort made when people deal with the curriculum and question the problems of it. Cheung & Wong (2002) who used the expression curriculum orientations for the concept of curriculum theory, on the other hand, referred to this concept as a collective set of beliefs about elements, such as curriculum objectives, content, instructional strategies, and evaluation.

Classification of the curriculum theories

The views of curriculum theorists and the reflections of these different curriculum theories on teaching-learning processes differ from each other (Huebner, 1975; Macdonald, 1971; Morris & Hamm, 1976). Curriculum theories handled in different ways and named differently have been in an effort to create a system of thought about the curriculum. Although put in different categories by different theorists, it will be seen that the different curriculum theories express the same ideas in terms of meaning and content when examined in detail (Huenecke, 1982).

The first classification for curriculum theories that will be examined in this study is Eisner and Vallance’s (1974). Eisner & Vallance (1974) identified academic rationalism, technology, cognitive processes, self-actualization, and social reconstruction-relevance theories. Academic rationalism curriculum theory is the most traditional one and emphasizes students' commitment to Western cultural elements. It is important for the students to have access to great ideas and objects. Technology curriculum theory, on the other hand, focuses on predetermined goals. For this theory, it is important to ensure systematic planning and effective teaching. Cognitive processes theory, on the other hand, argues that students' mental processes should be improved, and according to the proponents of this theory, the focus should be on the “how” rather than “what” of the curriculum. The other two curriculum theories in Eisner & Vallance’s (1974) classification are “the self-actualization curriculum theory”, which sees education as a process that ensures individual freedom, and “the social reconstruction-relevance theory”, which sees social needs more important than the individual's needs.

In McNeil's (1977) curriculum theory classification, there are academic, technological, humanist, and social reconstructionist curriculum theories. According to humanist curriculum theory, it is important to provide students with fundamentally useful experiences. Social reconstructors, on the other hand, focuses on improving social values and developing critical thinking processes with the help of the curriculum. Theorists advocating the technological curriculum theory, on the other hand, consider predetermined and measurable goals important. According to advocates of the academic curriculum theory, students should learn the details of a discipline.
Posner’s (1995) curriculum theories can be analyzed in five groups as traditional, experiential, disciplines (structure of the disciplines), behavioral and constructivist curriculum theories. Traditional curriculum theory emphasizes the necessity of transferring cultural heritage. Experiential theory, on the other hand, focuses on all of the student’s intramural and extramural experiences. According to the disciplines curriculum theory, students should learn the fundamentals of the discipline. Behaviorist curriculum theory advocates that what students can do should be decided at measurable levels, and the performance of them should be measured periodically. In constructivist curriculum theory, the curriculum starts with what students already know. Students build their own knowledge themselves, and this knowledge is used in meaningful activities.

According to the intellectual traditionalists, the first curriculum theory of Schubert (1996), primary sources and textbooks must be reached in order to generate ideas. Secondly, social behaviorist curriculum theory thinks that the behaviors of students and teachers should be observed, and thus the answer to how the student can learn better can be found. Experientialists, on the other hand, focus on student experiences, and finally, critical reconstructionists emphasize the importance of students’ taking an active role against racial, class, and cultural differences in schools and reorganizing society.

Ornstein & Hunkins (1998) grouped curriculum theories as “technical and scientific” and “nontechnical/nonscientific”. Technical and scientific curriculum theories are behaviorist, managerial, system, and academic curriculum theories. In the category of non-technical and non-scientific curriculum theories, there are humanist and reconceptualist/postmodern curriculum theories.

Kliebard (2004) stated that “the humanist curriculum theory” focused on the idea of providing liberal education for all. It focuses on teaching academic subjects, the power of reason, and adherence to traditions. According to Kliebard’s (2004) “child study curriculum theory”, the curriculum should be arranged in accordance with the child’s natural development by taking the child’s interests and needs into account. Thirdly, “social efficiency curriculum theory” emphasizes that the curriculum should equip students with future competencies in society and prepare them for their future roles. Finally, “the social meliorist theory” gives importance to social change and social justice concepts. It emphasizes addressing the problems in the society.

The three curriculum theories identified by Ellis (2004) are “knowledge-centered/academic”, “learner-centered”, and “society-centered” curriculum theories. According to “the knowledge-centered curriculum theory”, students should receive liberal education, and an academic education should be prioritized. “The learner-centered curriculum theory” focuses on the interests and needs of students. “Society-centered curriculum theory”, on the other hand, thinks that problems of the community should be discovered and solved through curriculum.

According to “the scholar academic curriculum theory of Schiro” (2012), children should learn the accumulated knowledge of culture, and an effort should be made to understand an academic discipline in depth. “Social efficiency theory”, on the other hand, emphasizes the importance of preparing students for their future roles in order to grow up properly as adults of the future. “The learner-centered curriculum theory” advocates that the natural development of students should be ensured by considering their intellectual, social, emotional, and physical features through the curriculum. Finally, “social reconstruction curriculum theory” thinks that awareness should be created about social problems and injustices arising from racial, sexual, social, and economic inequalities. Through the curriculum, a fairer society structure should be provided.

Null (2016) classified curriculum theories as liberal, systematic, existentialist, radical, pragmatic, and deliberative theories. According to “the liberal curriculum theory”, it is considered important to raise intellectually and morally complete individuals, and the development of the mind should be ensured through curriculum. “Systematic curriculum theory”, on the other hand, focuses on accountability in student performance, standardized tests, and the roles that students should fulfill as adults in the future. “The existentialist curriculum theory” particularly attaches importance to
students’ gaining emancipatory experiences and setting out on an inner journey of liberation. “Radical curriculum theory” focuses on social change and reconstruction. “The pragmatic curriculum theory”, on the other hand, attaches importance to the students’ gaining meaningful experiences through the curriculum. Finally, “deliberative curriculum theory”, concerned more with curriculum-making process, focuses on finding practical solutions to the problems of the curriculum through deliberation.

Considering the different classifications of the curriculum theories, it can be seen that the views, aims, and principles advocated by different curriculum theories converge on the same points despite being named differently from each other. For example, according to technological, social efficiency, behavioral, social behaviorist, managerial, system, and systematic curriculum theories, objectives of the curriculum should be determined as observable skills, the curriculum shaping people’s behavior should be designed, performance standards should be determined, and the skills that will prepare students for future life should be provided. Although named differently from each other, self-actualization, humanist, experiential, constructivist, learner-centered, pragmatic, and existential curriculum theories all prioritize organizing curriculum around the needs and interests of individuals, acquiring first-hand experience, focusing on the nature of the child, and the autonomy of the students. The principles of social reconstruction, critical reconstruction, social meliorism, and society-centered, and radical curriculum theories have the idea that education has the necessary power to restructure the society, it is possible to raise individuals who can understand the problems of the society, offer solutions to these problems, and approach to community problems critically. Academic rationalism, academic disciplines, intellectual traditionalists, scholar academic, humanist, knowledge-centered, and liberal curriculum theories see the main purpose of the school as acculturation of students in the world of knowledge, consider the curriculum as a reflection of the disciplines, and think that the development of the mind and teaching the disciplines in detail are important (Eisner & Vallance, 1974; Ellis, 2004; Kliebard, 2004; Mcneil, 1977; Null, 2016 Ornstein & Hunkins, 1998; Posner, 1995; Schiro, 2012; Schubert, 1996).

Another important point in the classification of curriculum theories is about the deliberative curriculum theory included in Null’s (2016) classification. This curriculum theory has taken its place in the curriculum theory classification as a theory which has principles about the process of curriculum making not about the teaching-learning process. In contrast to the curriculum theories named differently, but corresponding to similar principles, Kliebard’s (2004) humanist curriculum theory has the same principles like liberal education-oriented curriculum theories although its name connotates learner-centered theories. In Table 1, the different and same points of the curriculum theories can be examined in more detail, and the theories discussed in this study can be seen as a whole picture.
Table 1. *Curriculum Theorists and Their Curriculum Theory Classifications*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology &amp; Cognitive Processes</td>
<td>Behavioral &amp; Managerial &amp; Systems</td>
<td>Social Behaviorist</td>
<td>Behavioral &amp; Managerial &amp; Systems</td>
<td>Social Efficiency</td>
<td>Social Efficiency</td>
<td>Social Efficiency</td>
<td>Systematic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Actualization</td>
<td>Humanist</td>
<td>Experiential &amp; Constructivist</td>
<td>Experientialists</td>
<td>Humanist</td>
<td>Child Study</td>
<td>Learner-Centered</td>
<td>Learner-Centered</td>
<td>Existentialist &amp; Pragmatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Reconstruction Relevance</td>
<td>Social Reconstruction</td>
<td>Critical Reconstruction-</td>
<td>Reconceptualist /Postmodern</td>
<td>Social Meliorist</td>
<td>Society-Centered</td>
<td>Social Reconstruction</td>
<td>Social Reconstruction</td>
<td>Radical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Rationalism</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Structure of the disciplines/Disciplines &amp; Traditional</td>
<td>Intellectual Traditionalists</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Humanist</td>
<td>Knowledge-Centered &amp; Academic</td>
<td>Scholar Academic</td>
<td>Liberal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deliberative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reflection of the Curriculum Theories on American and Turkish Education Systems

In the early 1900’s, the curriculum field was launched in the USA with developments in scientific research methods, psychology, the child studies movement, industrial efficiency, and the progressive movement influencing the education between 1918-1949 (Ornstein & Hunkins, 2016). In this period, curriculum started to be seen as a planning instead of just ordering the courses and defining the time allocated to the them. Taylor, examining the working conditions in the factory was influenced by scientific management theory and stated that efficiency and productivity would increase by paying the workers taking their own output and productivity into account. Along with Taylor’s views, the idea of efficiency and production influenced by business and industry also had an impact on the views of Bobbit and Charters.

The most fundamental consequence of this situation in terms of the curriculum field was that Bobbit combined Taylor’s approach with curriculum development. Bobbit wrote the book “The Curriculum” with the idea of activity analysis (Posner, 2004; Null, 2016). In the USA, Franklin Bobbitt (1918) emphasized the need to set the goals of the curriculum clearly, as he thought the age of science demanded precision and clarity (Kelly, 2004). He described a range of tasks that children and young people must do and experience in order to develop skills that would be required in their future lives (Ornstein & Hunkins, 2016). Charters, like Bobbitt, adopted activity analysis steps, but he updated that practice to teacher training. He examined teacher education curriculum contents and teacher activities between 1925 and 1928. At the end of that examination, a mastery list was created in which 1001 teacher traits were listed (Null, 2016).

Considering the ideas of Bobbit, Charters, and Taylor, an approach attracts attention that instructional efficiency is at the forefront, predetermined learning goals are taken into account, goals and student-teacher behaviors are clearly listed, and the curriculum content is sequentially arranged. It is possible to see the reflections of technological, systematic, social efficiency, and social behaviorism curriculum theories in the views and practices of those curriculum researchers.

During this period, John Dewey’s work at the University of Chicago Laboratory School from 1894 to 1904 drew the attention into his ideas on education for democracy, community participation in learning, student empowerment, and applied problem solving. Dewey persistently argued that education was based on the continuous restructuring of experiences that emerge through student interest and active inquiry (Ellis, 2004).

Kilpatrick (1918), who had similar ideas with Dewey, introduced “the Project Method” to the curriculum field. The curriculum should be organized around social activities and group work in classroom and school. He argued that the learner should take part in curriculum planning. At this point, Kilpatrick differs from Dewey, who puts more emphasis on the teacher. While reading, writing, arithmetic skills, and learning academic disciplines are important in traditional education, Kilpatrick argues that the purpose of education is to complete the child’s development in social context (Ornstein & Hunkins, 2016).

Bobbit and Charters were at the University of Chicago, while Tyler was a graduate student at the same university, and he was Charters’ assistant. Thus, Tyler was also heavily influenced by the behaviorist ideas of Bobbit and Charters. Tyler’s four main curriculum components (objectives, learning experiences, organization of methods, and evaluation) were influenced by the ideas of Bobbitt and especially Charters (Bellack, 1969; Ornstein & Hunkins, 2016). Tyler’s approach is actually a combination of behaviorism (focusing on goals) and progressivism (considering student needs) (Null, 2016; Ornstein & Hunkins, 2016).

The Eight-Year Study, marking curriculum field in the USA between 1932-1940, was carried out as a comparison of progressive schools and their curriculum from traditional schools and their curriculum. According to the results of the study, progressive methods were found to be at least as successful as
traditional methods (Ellis, 2004; Ornstein & Hunkins, 2016). The Eight-Year Study paved the way for Tyler’s (1949) book "The Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction" (Ornstein & Hunkins, 2016). As it can be understood, the period between 1918-1930 was a period that can be thought as the culmination of the effect of progressive, learner-centered, and humanist curriculum theories (Ellis, 2004). According to the Hadow Report published in 1931, it was stated that the primary school curriculum should not be considered as knowledge, content, and product to be acquired, in contrast, it should be considered in terms of activity and experience emphasizing the process (Kelly, 2004).

After the rise of progressive ideas in curriculum, Counts, at the conference held by Progressive Education Association in 1932, criticized the progressive approach quite harshly in his speech titled “Dare the school build a new social order?” (Counts, 1978; Null, 2016). He stated that the progressive education detaches the child from the real life, and it doesn’t contribute much to the sociality of the child (Counts, 2013). With those views, Counts stated that the progressive approach didn’t serve any social purpose, and child-centered education supported classism rather than fighting against it, which caused the conference to be canceled (Null, 2016). Counts argued that schools could be used either to eliminate social inequalities or to reform culture and society. When viewed from this aspect, Count’s ideas have roots in critical reconstruction, social meliorists, society-centered theory, and radical curriculum theories.

By the middle of the 20th century, there was an atmosphere of panic in American education when Russia launched its satellite Sputnik into space during the cold war between America and Russia in 1957 (Kridel, 2010; Null, 2016). With this event, the country made an effort to develop a curriculum that focused on science and technology (Kelly, 2004). Thus, this event led to a decrease in the influence of the humanist, experiential, learner-centered curriculum theory views in the United States (Tanner & Tanner, 1975).

Since the mid-1960s, there had been a period in which the theoretical legitimacy of the field had been questioned (Bümen & Aktan, 2014). In those periods, the influence of economists and politicians on the curriculum grew significantly, and an education approach that focused on student achievement and test scores instead of critical and independent thinking began to dominate the field (Ornstein & Hunkins, 2016). For those reasons, the 1970s was a period when the field of curriculum went through a paradigm shift, and the field was reconceptualized (Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery, & Taubman, 2004). Schwab stated in 1969 the curriculum field was moribund, and it could not continue with the current methods and principles. He also said that new and more effective principles and methods should be sought by giving more weight to practice (Bümen & Aktan, 2014; Null, 2016; Pinar, 2004 et al.; Schwab, 1969). The reconceptualization movement, whose most important advocator was William F. Pinar, emerged in the USA in the 1970s and opposed the traditional curriculum development approach (Bümen & Aktan, 2014).

When all these developments are examined from the perspective of curriculum theories, the understanding of curriculum development made with predetermined goals and prescriptive methods and based on social efficiency, social behaviorist, and systematic curriculum theories, was born in 1918 and died in 1969. An effort to understand curriculum with the reconceptualization movement started in 1970 (Bümen & Aktan, 2014; Pinar et al., 2004).

The reconceptualization movement, shaped by the thoughts of Michael Apple in the 1970s, argues that the curriculum should be understood as a political, racial, phenomenological, postmodern, biographical, aesthetical, religious, organizational, and universal text (Bümen & Aktan, 2014). Apple has written actively in the curriculum field since the early 1970s and has criticized American education and its curriculum heavily. He stated that American schools had inequal and classist behaviors towards minority groups, and education in the country wasn’t organized according to the needs of those groups. For this reason, the need for radical curriculum theories emerged in educational institutions and curriculum field in the United States (Null, 2016).
After mentioning “the social reconstruction curriculum theory approach” advocated by Apple, the curriculum approach of the Brazilian educator Paulo Freire with radical and social reconstruction view of the curriculum like Apple and how and in what way his ideas affected the curriculum area should be addressed. In the “Pedagogy of the Oppressed” that he wrote in the 1970s, he discussed terms like dialogue, banking concept, and consciousness. He stated that the banking model controls students’ thinking and actions and limits their creativity. Instead of the corrupt banking model in education, educators should implement teachings based on dialogues (Null, 2016; Ornstein & Hunkins, 2016). Freire’s critique of that dominant education model led to an education aware of social problems and a more democratic approach (Ornstein & Hunkins, 2016).

In the 1980s, it can be said that the “Back to Basics Movement” started in curriculum field in the United States (Ornstein & Hunkins, 2016). As its name signifies, along with the view that retracted the curriculum understanding to the systematic, social efficiency, and social behaviorist curriculum theories the reflections of “the Back to Basics Movement” were as follows. In 1983, NCEE published a report called “A Nation at Risk”. It was stated that the country was under economic threat, and the current education system, and curriculum were responsible for that situation. The poor test scores compared to other countries made it necessary for the curriculum to wend its way towards perfectionism and more challenging academic courses (Posner, 2004). The next “Back to Basics Movement” was the establishment of clearly defined National Goals for Education created in 1990 and reorganized in 1994 and 1998 in the hope of putting the country among internationally competitive ones (Ornstein & Hunkins, 2016; Porter, 1990).

The “No Child Left Behind” (NCLB) movement emerged in 2001 aimed to increase the student success and close the proficiency differences among students via tests done yearly (Darling-Hammond, Noguera, Cobb, & Meier, 2007). According to this approach, curriculum should be written precisely just like writing a prescription, and there should be no ambiguities in it. This movement argued that when the curriculum was kept under control, same effect on students’ academic success could be ensured (Null, 2016). The aim of providing equal education rights for the disadvantaged students with the help of standardized tests, evaluation, and accountability methods were expressed as the aims of the movement (Hursh, 2004). In relation to all that information, the ever-increasing performance evaluations and accountability requirements in education seemed to be made for the benefit of minority groups, but in fact, they took the curriculum understanding back to systematic approaches.

The intellectual, periodic and social background elements determining the structure of the curriculum studies affect the decisions about the curriculum (Mızıkacı, 2019). In this regard, understanding of the curriculum in Turkey should not be considered as disconnected from the developments in the other countries. When looked at the historical framework of curriculum development, with the proclamation of the Republic, the question “What knowledge is of most worth?” was answered quite differently within the effect of positivism and secularism (Aktan, 2013). A nation that had just come out of the war in the 1920s was trying to rise again, and education and curriculum studies were of great importance.

Efforts to make curriculum in Turkey started after the proclamation of the Republic, but its transformation into a systematic structure corresponds to the 1950s (Akinoğlu, 2005; Demirel, 1992; Orakçı, Durnalı, & Özkan, 2018). With the proclamation of the Republic, the curriculum began to be considered as a more political text. Since curriculum studies done in that period were mostly aimed at reconstructing the society, it can be said that those curricula were a kind of social engineering projects (Bümen & Aktan, 2014). In this context, it can be said that because of aforementioned feature of the curricula in the first years of the Republic, they were mostly made with the understanding of radical, social reconstruction curriculum theories.

The 1924 curriculum was the curriculum prepared as a project considering the needs and conditions of a newly established country and remained in practice for two years (Gözütok, 2013b). John Dewey’s
visit to Turkey in 1924 and his report on Turkey’s education were the government’s important projects for the newly recovering country’s education and curriculum. The reflections of his recommendations could be easily seen in the primary school curriculum and teacher training. In general, the ideas of teacher-centered instruction were more visible in the 1924 curriculum (Aktan, 2003).

The 1926 curriculum prepared for the first time in accordance with the broad fields design, is accepted as a progressive curriculum (Aslan, 2000; Beyaztaş). The ideas of Dewey were more visible in 1926 curriculum as the main target of the primary school curriculum was mentioned to bring up good people by connecting the students to their environment. In addition, the relation between schools and the community was very strong in the 1926 curriculum because it was thought that the schools were seen as a form of reconstruction (Aktan, 2013). Likewise, in the 1936 curriculum; the points, such as putting the student and his/her environment at the center, acting on the interests of the students, gaining the knowledge and skills appropriate to their needs, and the cooperation taking an important place in the curriculum (Beyaztaş, et al., 2013; Türe, 2013) can be accepted as some clues to learner-centered and progressive curriculum theories. Aktan (2013) also stated that 1936 curriculum focused on the nationalist ideology, and he also mentioned that the pragmatism idea seen in the curriculum wasn’t a democratic but a more ideological one.

With “the Village Primary School Curriculum Project”, which was put into practice in the 1939-1940 academic year, practical lessons about village life were included in the curriculum of village schools, and steps were taken to make the contents of some lessons suitable for village life. The Village Institutes emerged with the idea of training teachers who would implement the new village school curriculum (Gözütok, 2013b).

During the post-war period, the 1936 curriculum in practice during the World War II couldn’t answer to the needs of that period as it was based on the single-party ideology (Aktan, 2013). Considering the 1948 curriculum, the transition to multi-party system coinciding with those years cannot be ignored. The 1948 curriculum gave importance to democratic processes (MEB, 1948). Aktan (2013) also commented that discourse of democracy substituted for the ideological focus in the 1936 curriculum. In addition, he stated that in the 1948 curriculum the themes like social, individual, human affairs, and economic life were seen important, which weren’t seen in the 1924, 1926 and 1936 curricula. The 1948 curriculum included alternative measurement methods, and gave importance to practical knowledge and skills. For such reasons, it can be said that the 1948 curriculum also had reflections of the progressive and pragmatist perspectives (Aktan, 2013; Beyaztaş, et al., 2013). However, it could be also said that the 1948 curriculum was based on knowledge teaching as the number of subjects and units for each course were increased, and there was a loaded content (Gözütok, 2013b).

The World War II could be regarded as a turning point for Turkish curriculum studies. The curriculum concepts from Continental Europe especially from Germany were holding the stage during the early years of the Republic, but after 1945, German curriculum thought was replaced with USA ideas on curriculum (Aktan, 2013). Watson Dickerman, John J. Rufi, Kate V. Wofford, Lester Beals, Ellsworth Tompkins, Roben J. Maaske visited Turkey in 1950s and effected Turkish education and wrote reports on civic education, primary education, secondary education, teacher education, and village schools’ education (Şahin, 1996). In 1950’s and 1960’s the educators, such as Selahattin Ertürk and Fatma Varış were sent to the USA for their graduate studies, which paved the way for the USA impact on Turkish curriculum and a perspective highlighting curriculum development, curriculum assessment, and teaching methods (Aktan, 2013; Bümen, 2020).

After the 1950s, the curriculum understanding in the form of courses and a list of contents left its place to the curriculum development approach (Demirel, 1992; Gözütok, 2013b). Pilot studies carried out in Bolu and Istanbul in 1953-1954, and the pilot school curriculum implemented in Istanbul Atatürk Vocational High School for Girls in 1954-1955 academic year were important steps in the curriculum development studies (Akinoğlu, 2005; Gözütok, 2013).
The 1968 curriculum, on the other hand, was put into practice in order to be tested and developed as a draft curriculum in 1962 for six years. Although the 1968 curriculum was considered important in terms of reflecting novelties, such as group work, research, examination, and independent learning on the curriculum, it was unsuccessful due to the inadequacy of the practices and the deficiencies in the revision of the curriculum (Gözütok, 2013b). As it was discussed earlier, 1970 was the year of the reconceptualization movement. However, Akta (2013) stated that the reconceptualization paradigm in the curriculum field in 1970s was not realized in curriculum studies in Turkey focusing on technical and scientific approaches and the idea of curriculum development rather than understanding the curriculum.

In the 1980s, a search for a model began in curriculum development studies in Turkey (Akinoğlu, 2005; Demirel, 1992). Some steps were taken for the standardization and continuity in curriculum development (Gözütok, 2013b). After 1980, instead of collectively developing a curriculum in primary education, subject area-based curricula were developed (Beyaztaş, et al., 2013). In the 1990s, Assessment, Evaluation and Curriculum Development Specialization Commissions were established (Demirel, 1992; Gözütok, 2013b). That period were years when consistency and standardization could not be achieved in curriculum development field (Gözütok, 2013b).

Before analyzing the curriculum theories in 1998 curriculum, it will be useful to mention the background political events in order to see how the curriculum was shaped. It was stated that the political parties represented for the first time between 1968-1998, the 1980 military coup, and the 1982 constitution were important political events (Mızıkacı, 2013). The positive aspects of the 1998 curriculum were that it was made in accordance with the curriculum development model and had a piloting (Şahin, 2013). The curriculum with aims and behavior statements was the product of the behaviorist approach. However, with the behavioral approach in the curriculum, the knowledge/culture transfer necessary for the predetermined desired citizenship was made, and it was detected that the affective domain was covered at a high rate (ERG, 2005). In this respect, although the effects of social efficiency, systematic, and social behaviorist curriculum theories are seen in the curriculum, it can be interpreted that keeping knowledge and culture transfer at the forefront also reflects the liberal curriculum theory.

In 2004, the Ministry of National Education started to work on the innovation of the primary education curriculum (Beyaztaş et al., 2013). It was stated that the goal statements of the 1924, 1926, 1936, 1948, 1962, 1968, 1998 curricula were written with a behavioral approach, whereas the objectives were in the form of achievement expressions with the effect of the constructivist approach in the 2005 curriculum (Akinoğlu, 2005; Beyaztaş et al., 2013). Gözütok (2013b) mentioned that the curricula carried out in the Republican period before 2000 were developed with the influence of the pragmatic philosophy and constructivism movement, but while the existence of those movements could be mentioned theoretically, the practices were not in that direction. Orakçı, et al. (2018) stated that the 2005 curriculum included many components maintaining both personal and social development of the students. In opposition to this view, Beyaztaş et al. (2013) stated that the view that the elements of progressivism and constructivism only existed in 2005 curricula was wrong, and that perspective was already present in the curricula developed since the proclamation of the Republic. In addition, it was stated that there were some problems in the elements that allowed students to construct knowledge actively in terms of achievements, teaching-learning processes, and evaluation. Akinoğlu (2005), basically having the same idea with Orakçı et. al (2018), stated that the 2005 curriculum had elements that could not get rid of the influence of the behavioral approach. Mızıkacı (2019) stated that constructivism, which entered into the curriculum field by embellishing it with an official and contemporary discourse through 2005 curriculum, actually deepened the current curricular problems and became one of the reasons for today's program erosion. In addition, the fact that for the first time in our country's curriculum development history, the curriculum was prepared without consulting the curriculum development faculty members was criticized (Gözütok, 2013a, 2013b).
With the 4+4+4 system implemented in the 2012-2013 academic year, compulsory education was increased to 12 years (Gözütok, 2013a; MEB, 2012). There was no existing pilot scheme for the new structure, and it was implemented gradually in the 2012 – 2013 academic year (Gözütok, Ulubey, Akçatepe, Koçer, & Rüzgâr, 2014). The new system was highly criticized for not having a scientific rationale, lowering the age for participation in primary school to 60 months, leading to participate in an open elementary or high school (Gözütok, 2013a).

In 2017 curriculum, the competencies and skills available in “the European Qualification Framework Reference” were adapted to the conditions of Turkey and the needs of the society. The updates were made regarding the competencies and skills for students in the form of “the Turkish Qualifications Framework”, and they were included in the curriculum. Since there was no information on how to associate “Turkish Qualifications Framework” with the curriculum, it was stated that the qualifications were in the form of proforma amendment (Coşkun, 2017).

The history of the USA and Turkey curriculum development has been examined in this study, and it has been seen that the field of curriculum development has been in constant motion and change. Social events, political events, economic crises, competitions among countries, wars and conflicts among countries, national crises are reflected in educational practices and curriculum studies and history. Therefore, these changes in the educational understanding of the country will definitely have an impact on the curricula developed. Since these changes have been directed by the dominant ideology, orientation, and intellectual infrastructure, curriculum theories have had an important place at the focus of curriculum events.

International and National Studies on Curriculum Theories

When the foreign literature on curriculum theories was examined, it was seen that the studies (Babin, 1978; Cunningham, Johnson & Carlson, 1992; Schiro, 1992; Lee, Adamson & Luk, 1995; Ryu, 1998, Cheung, 2000; Cheung & Wong, 2002, Crumney, 2007; Reding, 2008; Foil, 2008; Jenkins, 2009; Mahlios, Friedman-Nimz, Rice, Peyton, & O’Brien, 2010; Salleh, Hamdan, Yahya, & Jantan, 2015; Alsalem, 2018) were done mostly with the teachers, and they mostly aimed to reveal the curriculum theories adopted by the teachers. Among the studies, there were also studies aiming to investigate the curriculum theories of teacher candidates and school administrators, though in a small number. In those studies, “A Curriculum Orientation Profile” developed by Babin (1978) and “Curriculum Orientation Inventory” developed by Cheung (2000) and revised by Cheung & Wong (2002) were generally used. It was also observed that the studies were generally based on McNeil (1977) and Eisner’s (1974) curriculum theory classifications.

It was concluded that the studies in Turkey (Eren, 2010; Geçitli, 2011, Bay, Gündoğdu, Ozan, Dilekçi, & Özdemir, 2012 Yeşilyurt, 2012; Abakay, Şebin, & Şahin, 2013; Tanriverdi & Apak, 2014; Türe, 2017) were mostly done with teacher candidates. When the studies were examined, it was seen that the studies focusing on curriculum theories in our country have been carried out recently. In those studies, the Curriculum Orientation Inventory, which was developed by Cheung & Wong (2002) and adapted into Turkish by Eren (2010), was used. Eisner & Vallance (1974)’s curriculum theory classification was used in almost all of the studies.

Discussion, Conclusion and Implications

In this review study, the conceptual structure of curriculum theories, different curriculum theories, how these theories reflected on curriculum development processes in Turkey and the USA, and international and national studies on curriculum theories were examined by reviewing the literature. Examples of the definitions of curriculum, curriculum theories, and the variability in those definitions were presented. Discussions about definitions take time and energy, but they also address important
curricular issues (Ornstein & Hunkins, 2016). From this point of view, it can be concluded that different definitions and chaotic terminology actually feed the field.

Each view, trend, vision, concept represented by the curriculum definition includes a certain socio-political perspective about education, knowledge, social changes, students, and school (Tanner & Tanner, 1975). This point of view leads us to curriculum theories. Curriculum theories include various classifications in the literature, and within these classifications, there are overlapping theories of different theorists. In some curriculum theories the content of the teaching is seen as more important than the learning process, didactic teaching and learning approaches are used, providing information and intellectual development that will ensure the development of societies is important. In others, the curriculum is regarded as a way to change the society, the skills of solving real-life problems are tried to be gained, and the critical analysis of social problems and inequalities is important. Curriculum theories also ranges widely from the theories that allow students to realize themselves, provide meaningful experiences, and focus on their interests and needs to a theoretical understanding in which the curriculum is planned systematically and clearly defined goals manage the process, and instructional effectiveness and performance tests are prioritized.

Each curriculum represents a choice and stance on how to approach students’ education (Posner, 2004). Therefore, many of the curricula and educational reforms developed signify a stance, perspective and choice towards the curriculum and teaching-learning process. In the light of this information, in the present study, it has been tried to shed light on how the curriculum theories directed the process in the USA and Turkey, and the ideological reflections on the curricula were presented with examples.

In this review study, studies on curriculum theory in national and international literature were also examined. It can be interpreted that the awareness of curriculum theories began earlier abroad. Studies abroad generally aimed to reveal the curriculum theories of teachers, and studies in Turkey generally of teacher candidates. The research method and measurement tools used in the studies on curriculum theories were generally the same. For this reason, it is thought that curriculum theories, which are thought to be one of the most important research topics that will feed the intellectual basis of the curriculum area, will provide more fruitful results for the curriculum area by having different study groups, methods and measurement tools in the studies. In addition, as few studies were found dealing with curriculum theories and foreign sources were generally used during this review study, so it is considered important to have studies addressing this issue in Turkey. Curriculum theory studies that support deep questioning and critical thinking in the field of curriculum are also considered important for the future of the field.

As Aktan (2013) stated there has been no macrocurricular approach in curriculum field, which means curriculum studies lack the macrocurricular problems in their research. Instead, technical-scientific-rationalist microcurricular perspectives have been used in the field. Macrocurricular perspective focusing on gender discrimination, ideology, and curriculum history etc. should be the topic of education and the field of curriculum. Taking this into account, with studies questioning the theories of curriculum and thinking infrastructure behind the curricula and curriculum studies, the field can keep itself away from the risk of coming to a deadlock.
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TÜRKÇE GENİŞ ÖZET

Eğitim Programı Kuramı: Bir Derleme Çalışması

Giriş

Eğitim programı, bir eğitim sistemine yön veren ve topluma yetişirilmek istenen bireyleri tanımlayan eğitimin anayasasıdır. Program geliştirmeye ilişkin alınan kararlar tüm öğretim sürecini etkileyebilecek önemli ipuçları verir. Programlar hazırlanırken “hangi bilgi en değerlidir, ne öğretmeliz” (Spencer, 1884); neden bir şeyi öğretmeyi diye tercih etmeliyiz, hangi bilgiye kim ulaşabilir, programın farklı parçalarından bir bütün elde etmek için bu parçalar arası nasıl ilişki kurulmalıdır” (Kliebard, 1977) gibi sorular program geliştirme süreçleri açısından yanıtlanması gereken önemli sorulardır. Ayrıca ne öğretilmeli ve kime öğretilmeli, hangi koşullarda öğretilmeli, hangi amaç bağlamında öğretilmeli, programı hazırlarken hangi süreçler kullanılımlı (Null, 2016); programlarda yer alan bilginin doğası kaynağına didaktik öğretimler mi, bireysel anlamlandırılmalar mı, yetenek ve yeterliklerden mi yoksa kültürel ve ahlaki bakış açılarından mı alındığı gibi derin sorgulamalara ihtiyaç vardır. Bu sorulara bulunan yanıtlar ise bizi eğitim programı kuramlarına götürmektedir (Null, 2016).


Eğitim programı kuramı kavramını tartışmadan önce kuram kuramı da incelenebilir ve çok farklı tanımlamalar olduğu sonucuna ulaşılmıştır (Beauchamp, 1982; TDK, 2021; OXFORD, 2021). Beauchamp (1972)‘in da belirttiği gibi kuram kavramına ilişkin farklı tanımlar mevcuttur ancak kuram kavramı, kurmanın geliştirildiği alana özgü olarak kendine has bir anlam kazanmaktadır. Eğitim programı kuramı kavramındaki kuram sözcüğü de tam olarak böyle bir süreçten geçmiştir.


Alanyazın incelendiğinde, Eğitim Programı Kuramı (Curriculum Theory) kavramının program inançları (curriculum beliefs), eğitimsel değer yönelimleri (educational value orientations), program...
ideolojileri (curriculum ideologies), program yönelimleri (curriculum orientations) gibi kavramlarla aynı şeyi ifade eden farklı kavamlarla ele alındığı görülmuştur (Cheung & Wong, 2002; Schiro, 2012; Yılmaz, 2021).


Yukarıdaki bilgiler doğrultusunda, eğitim programı kuramlarının koaytik olan kavramsal yapısını sorgulamak, eğitim programı kuramlarını detaylı incelemek, eğitim programı çalışmalarıyla kuramlarını ilişkilendirmek ve araştırmaları nasıl yansıdığını ortaya koymak amacıyla gerçekleştirilen bu araştırmada, eğitim programı kuramlarını konusunda yapılan çalışmalara inceleme üstlenilmiştir. Bu amacı gerçekleştirmek için “eğitim programı kuramı nedir, eğitim programı kuramları nasıl sınıflandırılmaktadır, eğitim programı kuramları ile program tarihi nasıl ilişkilendirilebilir ve eğitim programı kuramlarına ilişkin nasıl araştırımlar yapılmaktadır?” sorularına yanıt aranmıştır.

Yöntem


Ayrıca yurt dışında 1900’lerin başından itibaren program alanını gerek alanda çalışan Amerikalı eğitim programcısı gerekse programıبسيط çalışmaların açıdan yoğun bir şekilde etkili olmuş gerekçesi ile Amerika’da ve Türkiye’de eğitim programı programlarının bu iki ülkede eğitim sistemlerini ne şekilde etkilediği bu alanda yapılan literatür çalışması ile ortaya konulmaya çalışılmıştır.

Tartışma, Sonuç ve Öneriler

Bu derleme çalışmasında eğitim programı kuramlarının kavramsal yapısi, farklı program programını, bu kuramların program çalışmalarına etkisi ve program kuramları ile ilgili yurt içi ve yurtdışında yapılan çalışmalar alanyazın taraması yapıبارك incelemiştir.

Eğitim programı kuramının kavramsal yapısi ele alınmış ve alanyazın incelemleride bu kavrama ilişkin koaytik bir yapının bulunduğu saptanmıştır. Eğitim programı kuramı, program yönelimleri, program ideolojileri gibi farklı şekillerde ele alınan eğitim programı kuramları ve bu kuramlara ait
sınıflandırmalar incelendiğinde farklı adlandırmalar olsa da kuramların ilkelerinin aynı şeylerı ifade ettiği sonucuna varılmıştır. Program kuramları arasındaki bu benzerliği ortaya koymak için farklı kuramların farklı sınıflandırmaları geniş bir tablo içerisinde sunulmuştur. Eğitim programları alanına yön veren önemli olayların kronolojik sıra ile incelemesi yapılmış ve alan için dönüm noktaları sundakilecek bu olaylarda farklı eğitim programı kuramlarının yansımları görülmüştür. 

Eğitim programı kuramlarının çalıştığı yurt dışı ve yurt içi araştırmalar incelendiğinde ise yurt dışı literatürüne göre program kuramlarına yönelik farklılığın çok daha geç kazanıldığı yorumu yapılabılır. Yurt dışı çalışmaları genel olarak öğretmenlerin program kuramlarını betimlemek için yapılmış, yurt içi çalışmaları ise yoğunlukla öğretmen adaylarının program kuramlarının araştırılması üzerine yoğunlaşmıştır.

Bu çalışmada eğitim programı kuramlarının ele alındığı ulusal yayınların çok sınırlı olduğu görülmuştur. Eğitim programı kuramlarını ele alan daha çok çalışmanın ülkemiz alanızını kazandırması önemli görülmektedir. Eğitim Programları ve Öğretim alanının düşünsel temellerini ve art alanını besleyeceği düşünülen eğitim programı kuramını inceleyen çalışmalar hem araştırmacılarla bu konuda veri sağlayabilir hem de alanyazındaki boşluğun doldurulmasına yardımcı olabilir.